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The Company
Our longstanding, well consolidated partnership with leading multinational 
Honeywell Fluorochemicals has enabled us to develop extensive know-how 
in RAC and deliver superior quality, innovation and regulatory expertise to our 
Customers with workable solutions.

The General Gas range of products and services for the RAC market play a 
leading role in helping our customers – wholesalers, contractors and end users 
- to meet and implement their environmental requirements in a changing world.

General Gas is an industry leader in 
the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
sector bringing over 40 years expertise 
and excellence to our customers.

We love our business and are committed to provide high-quality products and 
services; we strive to understand and meet your actual and future needs and 
always aim to exceed your expectations.
We also support complete lifecycle management of our products, offering our 
Customers recovery and reclamation services; our facility in Milan is ISO 9001 
registered and fully licensed by the Italian Ministry of the Environment as a waste 
management site for the recovery and recycling of refrigerants.
At our laboratory based in Milan we provide analytical and testing services for 
refrigerants, in full compliance with AHRI 700 standards.

Quality & 
Certifications
We adopt and are committed to 
following quality standards, such as 
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 and AHRI 
700 specifications.

Mission & Vision
We have developed our mission day by day, through our longstanding work 
experience done with passion and full dedication.

Keeping alive our ease of doing business and the ability to listen to and learn 
from our customers is at the heart of our commitment for now and the future. 
Therefore, our Mission is the compass which leads us day by day, rather than a 
slogan. We aim to help our customers to become industry leaders by providing 
them with the best products and up-to-date solutions.

We strive to understand how our market 
is evolving and aim to be a provider 
of sustainable and efficient solutions 
rather than a mere supplier of chemical 
molecules.

Business Values
Our Business Values guide
every aspect of our
behaviour and activity at
work, whether dealing with
customers, suppliers or
colleagues. Our values are
equal to our short term and
long term objectives and
represent the shared beliefs
of everyone who works for
General Gas

Striving to understand and satisfy
customers’ needs, from initial

negotiations and agreements to the
full lifecycle of the product supplied.

Customer Care

To continuously improve the quality
and performances of our products

and services.

Innovation

We deliver innovative, efficient and
sustainable solutions that suit your
needs and help you to fulfil your

regulatory obligations.

Know-How

We are committed to safeguarding
 our children and our planet; so we

 manage all our processes, materials 
and human resources to minimize 
the impact of our activities on the 

environment.

Care for the Environment

To constantly develop Technical
expertise and R&D in our search

for better performances and
exceeding customer expectations.

Quality

We are a passionate and close-knit
team and we connect every

personal achievement with our
common vision and objectives.

Team Work



G-TEC range of products include non refillable, single use, cylin-
ders, with a capacity of 0,95 lt., which are commonly used for 
welding, brazing, pressurizing of air conditioning and refrigeration 
systems, pipe purging with inert gas, aquariology. The G-TEC cylin-
ders are made from carbon steel in full compliance with EN12205 
standards, with a working pressure of 110 bar.

 G-Oxygen (O2)

 G-Mix Argon/CO2

 G-Mix Nitrogen/Hydrogen

G-Nitrogen (N2 - Nitrogen)

 G-Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

 G-Argon

B-BRAZE range of products includes kits and professional tools 
(cylinders, torches, nozzles, pressure regulators etc.) for the 
following applications:

 Soft brazing up to 450 °C

 Hard brazing from 450 to 1100°C

 Autogenous welding over 1100°C
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Technical gases are employed in almost all industrial proces-
ses: in Mechanical engineering for cutting and soldering of 
metals; in Chemical engineering for cooling down and con-
servation of chemical compounds; in Electrical engineering 
for equipment operation; in Civil engineering for treatments 
of drinkable and drain water.

When applications require limited capacity tanks, General 
Gas offers the G-TEC® line. These cylinders, whose capaci-
ty is 0,95 lt., are disposable and non-refillable, and are sold 
in  package of 12, 6 and 1 pieces. G-TEC® cylinders are 
made of carbon steel in compliance with the EN12205 re-
gulation. Their working pressure is 110 bar. They can be 
employed in many applications that require a limited amount 
of gas.

 � G-Argon
 � G-Carbon Dioxide
 � G-Mix Argon-Carbon Dioxide 
 � G-Oxygen
 � G-Nitrogen
 � G-Mix Nitrogen-Hydrogen

G-TEC®  Cylinders

UM G-Argon
G-Carbon 

Dioxide
G-Mix Argon-

Carbon Dioxide
G-Oxygen G-Nitrogen

G-Mix Nitrogen
Hydrogen

Gas Content
Nlt @25°C, 0 bar rel Nlt. 183 - 117 112 105 105

Gas Content
gr. @25°C, 0 bar rel gr. 112 390 195 147 121 114

Cylinder 
Capacity

lt 
fl.oz.

0,95
32,1

0,95
32,1

0,95
32,1

0,95
32,1

0,95
32,1

0,95
32,1

Cylinder 
Diameter mm. 70 70 70 70 70 70

Cylinder 
Height mm. 310 310 310 310 310 310

Standard 
Specification - EN 12205 EN 12205 EN 12205 EN 12205 EN 12205 EN 12205

Valve 
Connection - M10x1 M10x1 M10x1 M12x1 M10x1 M10x1

Working Pressure bar 110 60 110 110 110 110

Test Pressure bar 165 165 165 165 165 165
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 Technical Gases

G-TEC® Product Applications

Brazing Thermo-hydraulic Automotive Hardware

G-Argon Small welding operations in thermo-hydraulic sector.

G-Carbon Dioxide Small welding operations in thermo-hydraulic sector.

G-Mix Argon/Carbon Dioxide Small welding operations in thermo-hydraulic sector.

G-Oxygen Braze welding/Brazing for maintenance and instal-
lation of air conditioning, refrigeration and hydraulic 
systems. Brazing in applications where joint's appe-
arance is a priority (goldsmithing, jewellery, musical 
instruments, glasses, sculptures, ...).

G-Nitrogen Pressurization of small air conditioning, refrigeration 
and automotive systems. Flushing of copper pipes 
during welding to prevent internal oxidation.

G - Mix  Nitrogen/Hydrogen Pressurizing of small impianti refrigeration, air condi-
tioning, automotive and hydraulic systems, for leak 
detection by using hydrogen detectors.
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G-Argon

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-AR-B-0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

112 183 0,95 110 bar M10 x 1G-GTX-AR-B-0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-AR-B-0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Argon is pressurized Argon at 110 bar stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. Argon at 
standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a colourless, odourless 
and flavourless gas, present in earth atmosphere in small concentration (0,93 %). 
Non-toxic and non-flammable, Argon doesn't interact with any known substan-
ces, showing high physical and chemical stability. At atmospheric pressure and 
very low temperature (less than -186°C), Argon is a colourless liquid thicker than 
water. Argon, pure or mixed with traces of carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen and 
helium is the most used gas for welding mild and stainless steel, aluminium and 
light alloys, magnesium, titanium, etc.

G-Argon is employed for wel-
ding of:

 � nickel steel;
 � stainless steel Aisi 304L e 

Aisi 316L.

Applications Performance

G-Argon is an inert gas and can 
be employed with all most com-
mon ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals. Thanks to its chemical 
passivity, G-Argon is used for 
welding in inert atmosphere. 

Flammability

G-Argon is non-flammable and 
doesn't trigger any oxidation re-
actions.
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G-Carbon Dioxide

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-CO2-B0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

- 390 0,95 60 bar M10 x 1G-GTX-CO2-B0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-CO2-B0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Carbon Dioxide is liquefied carbon dioxide stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. 
Carbon dioxide at standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a 
gas present in earth atmosphere in concentrations between 0,03% and 0,05%. 
Carbon dioxide is colourless, odourless, non-flammable, but asphyxiating at high 
concentration. Carbon dioxide is carried in liquid state below its saturated vapour 
pressure. G-Carbon Dioxide is employed as protective gas in GMAW welding of 
non-alloy or low-alloy steel. It's also employed as propellant in aerosol machines. 

G-Carbon Dioxide is employed 
as:

 � protective gas in GMAW wel-
ding of non-alloy or low-alloy 
steel;

 � additive in aquariums both as 
food for marine flora and wa-
ter pH stabilizer.

Applications Performance

G-Carbon Dioxide is employed 
for high quality GMAW welding.

Flammability

G-Carbon is non-flammable and 
doesn't trigger any oxidation re-
actions.
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G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide is a blend of Argon (85%) and Carbon dioxide 
(15%), pressurized at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. G-Mix Argon Car-
bon Dioxide is colourless, odourless, non-flammable, but asphyxiating at high 
concentration.

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-ARCO-0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

117 195 0,95 110 bar M10 x 1G-GTX-ARCO-0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-ARCO-0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide is 
employed for small welding ope-
rations of ferrous metals.

Applications Performance

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide 
is the most common employed 
welding mixture for GMAW wel-
ding.

Flammability

G-Mix Argon Carbon Dioxide is 
non-flammable and doesn't trig-
ger any oxidation reactions.
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G-Oxygen

G-Oxygen is pressurized oxygen at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. Oxy-
gen at standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is an essential gas 
for preservation of life, being  integral part of all respiration and oxydation proces-
ses. Oxygen is a colourless, odourless and favourless gas, present in the earth 
atmosphere in concentration equals to 20,94%. At atmospheric pressure and 
temperature less than -183°C, Oxygen is a colourless liquid slightly thicker than 
water.

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-OX-B-0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

112 147 0,95 110 bar M12 x 1G-GTX-OX-B-0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-OX-B-0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Oxygen is employed for the 
following applications:
 � Braze welding/Brazing for 

maintenance and installation 
of air conditioning, refrigera-
tion and hydraulic systems.

 � Brazing in applications where 
joints' appearance is a prio-
rity (goldsmithing, jewellery, 
musical instruments, glasses, 
sculptures, ...).

Applications Performance

G-Oxygen is a combustive 
agent. Mixed with flammable 
gases it increases flame tempe-
rature.

Flammability

G-Oxygen is a combustive 
agent; avoid contact with oils or 
other easily flammable materials.
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G-Nitrogen

G-Nitrogen is pressurized nitrogen at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. 
Nitrogen at standard atmospheric conditions (15°C e 760mm Hg) is a colourless, 
odourless and flavourless gas, present in earth atmosphere in high concentra-
tion (78,08 %). Non-toxic and non-flammable, Nitrogen doesn't interact with any 
known substances showing high physical and chemical stability. At atmospheric 
pressure and very low temperature (less than -196°C), Nitrogen is a colourless 
liquid thinner than water. Nitrogen is non-corrosive and thus suitable, at ambient 
temperature, for treatments involving common metals.

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-AZ-B-0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

105 121 0,95 110 bar M10 x 1G-GTX-AZ-B-0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-AZ-B-0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Nitrogen is employed for:
 � Testing pressurization of cir-

cuits and other systems.
 � Flushing of copper pipes du-

ring braze welding to prevent 
internal oxidation.

Applications Performance

Nitrogen is non-corrosive and 
thus suitable to be used in tre-
atments involving common me-
tals. Non-toxic and non-flam-
mable, Nitrogen doesn't interact 
with any known substances 
showing high physical and che-
mical stability.

Flammability

G-Nitrogen is non-flammable 
and doesn't trigger any oxida-
tion reactions.
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G - Mix  Nitrogen-Hydrogen

G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen is a blend of Nitrogen (95%) and Hydrogen (5%), pres-
surized at 110 bar, stored into 0,95 liters cylinders. 

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity per Cylinder Cylinder Capacity Pressure Valve 
Connectorlt. gr. lt.

G-GTX-N2H2-0,95L-12 12 Pkg.

105 114 0,95 110 bar M10 x 1G-GTX-N2H2-0,95L-6 6 Pkg.

G-GTX-N2H2-0,95L-1 1 NR

Packaging

G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen is 
employed for pressurization of 
small air conditioning, refrige-
ration, automotive and hydrau-
lic systems for leak detection 
by using Hydrogen detectors.

Applications Performance

G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen helps 
quickly detect micro leaks via 
Hydrogen detectors, where 
other techniques are ineffective.

Flammability

G-Mix Nitrogen Hydrogen is 
non-flammable and doesn't trig-
ger any oxidation reactions.
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B-BRAZE
Welding

Welding is a process that permanently and seamlessly joins 
solid parts together. To weld two parts together is neces-
sary to prepare the two joint's edges. Afterwards, the joint is 
heated at different temperatures according to the employed 
process.

Autogenous and heterogeneous welding

Welding is said Autogenous when a joint is heated up to 
melt thus connecting the edge with the same joint's material 
or with an homogeneous filler material. If an heterogenous 
filler material with a lower melting point is melted on the joint 
once this is heated below its melting point, the welding is 
said heterogenous.

Fusion welding

Pressure welding

Welding 

Autogenous

Heterogenous
Brazing

Soldering

Braze welding

Brazing

Brazing  is a metal-joining process in which two or more 
metal items are joined together by melting and flowing a filler 
metal into the joint, the filler metal having a lower melting 
point than the adjoining metal.
Brazing Brazing is employed to realize joint by only melting 
the filler metal, leaving intact the work pieces' edges.

 � Soldering: uses filler material whose melting point is lower 
than 450°C and lower than adjoining metal's melting 
point.

 � Brazing: uses filler material whose melting point is higher 
than 450°C and lower than adjoining metal's melting point.

 � Braze welding: uses filler material whose melting point is 
higher than those used in brazing but still lower than adjoi-
ning metal's melting point.
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In order to achieve a strong, technically good and flawless 
the melted metal must be cleared from slag and the mel-
ting area must be protected to prevent oxidation. therefo-
re the welding should be performed in a low-oxygen (inert) 
ambient, which can be realized using a technical gas, also 
known as protective gas, around the melting area.

B-BRAZE line consists of tools and equipment for 
the following applications:

Soldering up to 450 °C.

Soldering

Brazing from 450 to 1100°C.

Brazing

Braze Welding beyond 1100°C.
Braze 
Welding
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B-M.A.P. Cylinders

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity 
per Cylinder

Cylinder 
Capacity

Pressure Valve 
Connector

gr. lt.

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-12 12 Pkg.
420 0,95 28 bar CGA 600

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-6 6 Pkg.

Packaging

B-M.A.P. is a blend of special gases with high calorific value, suitable for brazing 
and braze welding operations. Flame temperature can be as high as 3.100°C and 
it’s 35% faster than propane. The B-M.A.P. cylinders are made of steel (built in 
compliance with EN12205 regulation); Its capacity is of 1 litre and contains 420 
grams of product - CGA 600 Valve. Available in 12 and 6 cylinders packages.

 � Soldering up to 450°C.
 � Brazing from da 450 a 

1100°C.

Brazing Performance

 � B-M.A.P. presents a high ca-
lorific value when mixed with 
either oxygen or air, resulting 
in higher speed of heat tran-
sfer to the metal, making wel-
ding operations quicker.

 � Use of non-toxic component 
and no chance of backfiring 
guarantee highest safety for 
operators.

 � Steady performance.

B-M.A.P. is a higly flammable 
gas. Contains pressurized gas; 
can explode if heated. Keep 
away from heat sources, sparks, 
open flames and heated sur-
faces. Don't smoke. Store in a 
well ventilated place, away from 
sunlight, at temperature lower 
than 50°C. Don't pierce, drill or 
incinerate. Don’t carry in a trunk, 
train or airplane.

Flammability

USA CGA 600

Soldering

Brazing
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B-FLAME Cylinders

Item Code N° Cylinders 
per Package

UM Gas Quantity 
per Cylinder

Cylinder 
Capacity

Pressure Valve 
Connector

gr. lt.

G-ABB-BFLA-1L-6 6 Pkg. 385 0,95 30 bar
Aerosol Valve
7/16” 20 UNF

Packaging

B-FLAME is a gas blend with chemtane addition, that increases flame tempera-
ture. Flame temperature can be as high as 2.900°C.
B-FLAME cylinders are made of aluminium. Its capacity is of 1 litre and contains 
385 grams of product – Aerosol Valve – Connector 7/16” 20 UNF (most com-
monly used connector in Europe). Available in 6 cylinders packages.

 � Soldering up to 450°C.
 � Brazing from da 450 a 

1100°C.

Brazing Performance

 � B-FLAME presents a high ca-
lorific value when mixed with 
either oxygen or air; thanks 
to the content of chemtane 
B-FLAME allows a higher spe-
ed of heat transfer to the me-
tal, making brazing operations 
quicker.

 � Use of non-toxic component 
and no chance of backfiring 
guarantee highest safety for 
operators.

 � Steady performance.

B-FLAME is a higly flammable 
gas. Contains pressurized gas; 
can explode if heated. Keep 
away from heat sources, sparks, 
open flames and heated sur-
faces. Don’t smoke. Store in a 
well ventilated place, away from 
sunlight, at temperature lower 
than 50°C. Don’t pierce, drill or 
incinerate. Don’t carry in a trunk, 
train or airplane. 

Flammability

EU 7/16”

Soldering

Brazing
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B-BRAZE Kit 1

B-BRAZE Kit 1 is a professional set to use for construction and maintenance 
of systems in the HVAC&R sector - Refrigeration, Air Conditioning e Thermo-hy-
draulic. 

The kit includes a case containing:

 � N° 2 B-M.A.P. cylinders- 1 lt./420 gr. eachone
 � N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 FINE FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor
 � N° 1 Flexible hose 
 � N° 1 Cylinder holder hook.

Item Code Description

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-01 B-BRAZE Kit 1

Packaging

Soldering Brazing

B-BRAZE Kit 1- LIGHT

B-BRAZE Kit 1 Light is a professional set to use for construction and main-
tenance of systems in the HVAC&R sector - Refrigeration, Air Conditioning e 
Thermo-hydraulic. 

The kit includes a case containing:

 � N° 2 B-M.A.P. cylinders- 1 lt./420 gr. eachone
 � N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle.

Soldering Brazing
Item Code Description

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-01L B-BRAZE Kit Light 1

Packaging
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B-BRAZE Kit 2

B-BRAZE Kit 2 is a professional set to use for construction and maintenance 
of systems in the HVAC&R sector - Refrigeration, Air Conditioning e Thermo-hy-
draulic. 

The kit includes a case containing:

 � N° 2 B-FLAME cylinders- 1 lt./385 gr. eachone
 � N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 FINE FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor
 � N° 1 Flexible hose 
 � N° 1 Cylinder holder hook.

Item Code Description

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-02 B-BRAZE Kit 2

Packaging

Soldering Brazing

B-BRAZE Kit 2 - LIGHT

B-BRAZE Kit 2 Light is a professional set to use for construction and main-
tenance of systems in the HVAC&R sector - Refrigeration, Air Conditioning e 
Thermo-hydraulic. 

The kit includes a case containing:

 � N° 2 B-FLAME cylinders- 1 lt./385 gr. eachone
 � N° 1 B-TORCH - Flame torch with SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle
 � N° 1 B-ADAPTOR - USA-EU adaptor.

Item Code Description

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-02L B-BRAZE Kit Light 2

Packaging

Soldering Brazing
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B-TORCH

B-TORCH is a high performance flame torch for brazing with piezoelectric starter. 
It's employed in all high end brazing operations. 

The kit includes a box containing:

 � B-TORCH - The torch can be used with any blend of flammable gases - torch/
cylinder connector CGA600 - gas flow rate control valve - flame stop buttom.

 � N° 1 SUPER CYCLON FLAME nozzle. 
B-Torch can be used also with Medium Cyclon Flame nozzle and Fine-Flame 
nozzle, which are not included in the package.

Fine-Flame
Nozzle

Medium-Cyclon-Flame
Nozzle

Super-Cyclon-Flame
Nozzle
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Item Code Description B-BRAZE 
KIT1

B-BRAZE 
KIT1 Light

B-BRAZE 
KIT2

B-BRAZE 
KIT2 Light

G-ABA-BTORCH-01 B-TORCH - Professional torch for 
Soldering and Brazing  - CGA 600 
Connector - with piezoelectric start-
er, gas flow rate control valve, flame 
stop buttom and Super Cyclon 
Flame nozzle.

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-12 B-M.A.P. cylinder - 1 lt. - 420 
gr. - Pressure 28 bar - CGA 600 
Connector - Package 12 Pz

G-ABB-BMAP-1L-6 B-M.A.P. cylinder - 1 lt. - 420 gr. - 
Pressure 28 bar - CGA 600 Connec-
tor - Package 6 Pz

G-ABB-BFLA-1L-6 B-FLAME cylinder - 1 lt. - 385 gr. 
- Pressure 28 bar - Aerosol Valve 
7/16” 20 UNF - Package 6 Pz

G-ABA-BTORCH-NOZ-01 FINE FLAME nozzle for B-TORCH

G-ABA-BTORCH-NOZ-02 MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME nozzle 
for B-TORCH

G-ABA-BTOR-ADPTOR01 B-Adaptor - Adaptor for B-Torch for 
using EU 7/16” threading cylinder

G-ABA-BTOR-TUFLEX-1 Flexible hose including cylinder 
holder hook

 � B-TORCH 

 � B-M.A.P. cylinders    
     

 � B-FLAME cylinders  
     

 � FINE-FLAME Nozzle

 � MEDIUM CYCLON FLAME Nozzle

 � B-ADAPTOR USA-EU Adaptor  

 � Flexible hose B-TORCH   

B-BRAZE Kit spare parts
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MAXIFLAME Kit

Maxi Flame is a professional brazing kit and the best choice when high perfor-
mance is a priority. The kit is compact, powerful and efficient, and is especially 
suited for detail oriented jobs which require maximum power and great safety.
Maxi Flame is the most professional kit among small braze welding systems with 
non-refillable cylinders. The kit is mounted on a solid metallic support provided 
with a handle to ease transportation. The support is sloping to avoid overturning 
and is provided with cylinder block devices.

The Kit includes:

 � 1 B-M.A.P. cylinder - 1 liter - gas contents 420 gr. - USA CGA 600 valve con-
nector.

 � 1 G-OXYGEN cylinder - 1 liter - 110 bar - M12x1valve connector.
 � 1 oxygen G-NANO adaptor with HP and LP pressure gauge and double pro-

tection backstop valve.
 � 1 gas G-NANO adaptor with LP pressure gauge and double protection back-

stop valve.
 � Hose assemblies - 2 mt.
 � Handle with control knobs and oxygen and gas backstop valves.
 � Nozzle and tip of 160 lt/h.
 � 4-pointed star  (63-100-250-315 lt.) - M8x1 connection. 
 � Goggles, multi-use wrench and igniter.

Flame temperature up to 3.100°C/5.612 °F.

inside

Item Code Descrition UM

G-ABA-MAXIFLAME-01 MAXI Flame Kit Pkg.

Packaging

Braze 
Welding

Brazing
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MINIFLAME Kit

MINIFLAME is a compact, powerful and efficient brazing kit and is especially 
suited for brazing operations in refrigeration, air conditioning, hydraulic, jewellery,  
and hobbies.
The kit is mounted on a solid metallic support provided with a handle to ease 
transportation. The support is sloping to avoid overturning and is provided with 
tank block devices.

The Kit includes:

 � 1 B-FLAME cylinder - 1 liter - gas contents 385 gr. - EU 7/16” valve connector.
 � 1 G-OXYGEN cylinder - 1 liter - 110 bar - M12x1valve connector.
 � 1 oxygen G-NANO adaptor with backstop valve.
 � 1 gas G-NANO adaptor with backstop valve. 
 � Hose assemblies - 2 mt.
 � Handle with control knobs and oxygen and gas backstop valves.
 � Nozzle and tip of 160 lt/h. 
 � 4-pointed star with different measures which are lower than 160 lt/h - M6x1 

connection.
 � Goggles, multi-use wrench and igniter.

Flame temperature up to 2.900°C/5.250 °F.

inside

Item Code Descrition UM

G-ABA-MINIFLAME-01 MINI Flame Kit Pkg.

Packaging

Braze 
Welding

Brazing
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B-BRAZE Brazing Alloys

Brazing Rods

Composition % Melting 
interval

Operational 
temperature

Density Traction 
resistance

Reference regulation

Ag Cu P Zn Sn Oth-
ers °C °C g/cm3 N/mm2 AWS A5.8 EN 1044 DIN 8513 NFA 81-362 BS 1845 EN 17672

Lega Ag 45% Coated rod with high content of silver (45%). 
An extremely low melting point for perfect 
brazing. Exclusive coating formula makes it 
moisture resistant and flexible, avoiding dam-
age.

45 27 - 25 3 - 640-680 670 9,2 350 B Ag 36 Ag 104° L-Ag 45Sn - - Ag 145

Lega Ag 20% Coated rod with medium content of silver 
(20%) and lacking cadium. Exclusive coating 
formula makes it moisture resistant and flexi-
ble, avoiding damage.

20 44 - 36 - 0,2% 
Si 690-810 810 8,7 330 - Ag 206 L-Ag 20 20 A1 - -

Lega CuPAg 5% Bare rod with low content of silver (certified 
5%) for minute brazing of copper without de-
oxidizer. Great result with ill-prepared joints or 
in presence of joint play.

5 88,8 6,2 - - - 645-810 710 8,2 250 B Cup-3 CP 104 L-Ag 5P 06B2 CP 4 CuP 281

Lega CuPAg 2% 
Bare rod with low content of silver (2%) for 
minute brazing of copper without deoxidizer. 
Great fluidity and perfect bathing of the joints.

2 91,8 6,2 - - - 645-800 710 8,1 250 B Cup-6 CP 105 L-Ag 2P 06B1 CP 2 CuP 279

Lega CuP 8%
Bare rod for brazing of copper also without 
deoxidant. Good fluidity and bathing of the 
joints.

- 92 8 - - - 710-750 710 8 250 - CP 201 L-Cu P 8 08B1 - CuP 182

Alloy choice with 

respect to metal 

combination

Copper Brass Iron Stainless Bronze Cast Iron

Copper
Ag 45%
Ag 20% 
CuPAg 5% 
CuPAg 2% 
CuP 8%

Ag 45% Ag 45%
Ag 20% 

Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45% Ag 45%

Brass Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45%

Iron Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45% Ag 20% Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45% -

Stainless Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45% Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45%
Ag 20%

Ag 45% Ag 45%

Bronze Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45% Ag 45% - Ag 45%

Cast Iron Ag 45% Ag 45% - Ag 45% Ag 45% -
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Brazing Rods

Composition % Melting 
interval

Operational 
temperature

Density Traction 
resistance

Reference regulation

Ag Cu P Zn Sn Oth-
ers °C °C g/cm3 N/mm2 AWS A5.8 EN 1044 DIN 8513 NFA 81-362 BS 1845 EN 17672

Lega Ag 45% Coated rod with high content of silver (45%). 
An extremely low melting point for perfect 
brazing. Exclusive coating formula makes it 
moisture resistant and flexible, avoiding dam-
age.

45 27 - 25 3 - 640-680 670 9,2 350 B Ag 36 Ag 104° L-Ag 45Sn - - Ag 145

Lega Ag 20% Coated rod with medium content of silver 
(20%) and lacking cadium. Exclusive coating 
formula makes it moisture resistant and flexi-
ble, avoiding damage.

20 44 - 36 - 0,2% 
Si 690-810 810 8,7 330 - Ag 206 L-Ag 20 20 A1 - -

Lega CuPAg 5% Bare rod with low content of silver (certified 
5%) for minute brazing of copper without de-
oxidizer. Great result with ill-prepared joints or 
in presence of joint play.

5 88,8 6,2 - - - 645-810 710 8,2 250 B Cup-3 CP 104 L-Ag 5P 06B2 CP 4 CuP 281

Lega CuPAg 2% 
Bare rod with low content of silver (2%) for 
minute brazing of copper without deoxidizer. 
Great fluidity and perfect bathing of the joints.

2 91,8 6,2 - - - 645-800 710 8,1 250 B Cup-6 CP 105 L-Ag 2P 06B1 CP 2 CuP 279

Lega CuP 8%
Bare rod for brazing of copper also without 
deoxidant. Good fluidity and bathing of the 
joints.

- 92 8 - - - 710-750 710 8 250 - CP 201 L-Cu P 8 08B1 - CuP 182

B-Disossidante is a chemical product accurately made for metallic oxide elimi-
nation from surfaces of working pieces being welded together. It contributes to 
achieve the maximum wetting of alloys molted inside the joint.

Item Code Descripion Diameter Weight UM

B-ABM-LE-AG45-200GR Ag 45% rod brazing alloy 1,5 mm 200 gr. Pkg.

B-ABM-LE-AG20-200GR Ag 20% rod brazing alloy 1,5 mm 200 gr. Pkg.

B-ABM-LE-CUPAG5-500 CuPAg 5% rod brazing alloy 2,0 mm 500 gr. Pkg.

B-ABM-LE-CUPAG2-500 CuPAg 2% rod brazing alloy 2,0 mm 500 gr. Pkg.

B-ABM-LE-CUP8-500GR CuP 8% rod brazing alloy 2,0 mm 500 gr. Pkg.

B-ABM-DISOS-100GR B-Braze deoxidant paste 100 gr. - 100 gr. NR

Packaging
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B-BRAZE Kit 5 and  B-BRAZE Kit 14

B-Braze Kit 5 and B-Braze Kit 14 are professional bundles for OFW - OxiFuel 
Gas Welding. OxiFuel Gas Welding is an autogenous welding process whereby 
energy is generated from acetylene combustion in a highly oxidant environ-
ment. B-Braze Kit 5 and B-Braze Kit 14 are employed in workshops and 
construction sites because the necessary equipment has a small footprint and 
allows welding even in uncomfortable positions.

The kit includes:

 � N° 1 Oxygen cylinder - Lt. 5,4 / Mc. 1
 � N° 1 Acetylene cylinder - Lt. 5,7 / Kg. 1
 � N° 1 Two-tank cart Lt. 5 - Ox/Ac 
 � N° 1 light alloy torch handle 19-6 MHF + Ox/Ac blender H192E-MHF + 

safety valve
 � N° 1 Welding nozzle - depth 1.0÷2.0 mm 160 L/h 
 � N° 1 Twin hose O2/AD TA 5x11 Ø int. 6 mm
 � N° 1 Oxygen pressure adaptor - 601D - 10 bar - OX safety valve
 � N° 1 Acetylene pressure adaptor - 601 - 1,5 bar - C2H2 safety valve.

B-BRAZE Kit 5

B-BRAZE Kit 14
The kit includes:

 � N° 1 Oxygen cylinder - Lt. 14 / Mc. 3
 � N° 1 Acetylene cylinder - Lt. 14 / Kg. 2
 � N° 1 Two-tank cart Lt. 5 - Ox/Ac 
 � N° 1 light alloy torch handle 19-6 MHF + Ox/Ac blender H192E-MHF + 

safety valve
 � N° 1 Welding nozzle - depth 1.0÷2.0 mm 160 L/h 
 � N° 1 Twin hose O2/AD TA 5x11 Ø int. 6 mm
 � N° 1 Oxygen pressure adaptor - 601D - 10 bar - OX safety valve
 � N° 1 Acetylene pressure adaptor - 601 - 1,5 bar - C2H2 safety valve.

Item Code Description UM

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-05 B-BRAZE Kit 5 NR

G-ABA-BRAZEKIT-14 B-BRAZE Kit 14 NR

Packaging

Braze 
Welding
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B-BRAZE Kit 5 and  B-BRAZE Kit 14 Spare Parts

Description Item Code UM

Light alloy torch handle 19-6 MHF G-ABA-IMP-19-6MHF NR

Ox/Ac blender H192E-MHF G-ABA-MIX-MISC060 NR

Ox safety valve - In G 1/4" - Out G 1/4" G-ABA-VAL-883SVR NR

Gas safety valve - In G 1/4" - Out G 1/4" G-ABA-VAL-883SVL NR

Welding nozzle - depth 1.0÷2.0 mm 160 L/h - 5090-2 G-ABA-LAN-5090-3 NR

Twin hose O2 /AD TA 5x11 Ø int. 6 mm G-ABA-SAL-TUBI020 NR

Oxygen pressure gauge - 601D - 10 bar G-ABA-RID-OX030 NR

Acetylene pressure gauge - 601 - 1,5 bar G-ABA-RID-AC040 NR

OX safety valve for adaptors - 2 Functions - 85 m3/h G-ABA-VAL-188RGB NR

C2H2 safety valve for adaptors - 2 Functions - 19 m3/h G-ABA-VAL-188LGB NR

Two-tank cart - Ox/Ac - forr Lt. 5 cylinders G-ABA-CARR-02 NR

Two-tank cart - Ox/Ac - forr Lt. 14 cylinders G-ABA-CARR-01 NR

 � Handle 19-6 MHF    
    G-ABA-IMP-19-6MHF

 � OX Safety Valve    
    G-ABA-VAL-883SVR

 � Gas Safety Valve    
    G-ABA-VAL-883SVL

 � Blender O2/C2H2    
    G-ABA-MIX-MISC060

 � Welding Nozzle    
    G-ABA-LAN-5090-3

 � OX Pressure Gauge    
    G-ABA-RID-OX030

 � AC Pressure Gauge    
    G-ABA-RID-AC040

 � Twin hose O2/AD    
    G-ABA-SAL-TUBI020

 � OX Safety Valve    
    G-ABA-VAL-188RGB

 � Two-tank cart 5 L    
    G-ABA-CARR-02

 � Two-tank cart 14 L    
    G-ABA-CARR-01

 � C2H2 Safety Valve    
    G-ABA-VAL-188LGB
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Nitrogen, Oxygen and Acetylene Cylinders

Item Code Description UM

G-ABB-AZ-B-05L Nitrogen in cylinder - Lt. 5,5 / Mc. 1 NR

G-ABB-AZ-B-14L Nitrogen in cylinder - Lt. 14 / Mc. 3 NR

G-ABB-OS-B-5L Oxygen in cylinder - Lt. 5 / Mc. 1 NR

G-ABB-OS-B-14L Oxygen in cylinder - Lt. 14 / Mc. 3 NR

G-ABB-AC-B-05L Acetylene in cylinder - Lt. 5,7 / Kg. 1 NR

G-ABB-AC-B-14L Acetylene in cylinder - Lt. 14 / Kg. 2 NR

Packaging
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Notes
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